Abstract: Consider the classical XY model in a weak random external field pointing along the Y axis with strength . We study the behavior of this model as the range of the interaction is varied. We prove that in any dimension d ≥ 2 and for all sufficiently small, there is a range L = L( ) so that whenever the inverse temperature β is larger than some β( ), there is strong residual ordering along the X direction.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study an interesting phenomenon which has received little attention in the mathematical physics literature: random field induced ordering. The paradigmatic example is given by the following classical XY spin system. Let {α z } z∈Z d = {α z (ω)} z∈Z d = be a family of i.i.d. {±1} valued random variables taking each value with equal probability. Configurations are denoted by ω ∈ Ω = {0, 1} Z d with (Ω, B, P) the corresponding probability space. Let > 0 be fixed. The (random) Hamiltonian of the model of interest is
where the sum is over the set of nearest neighbor bonds in Z d . Here for each z ∈ Z d , σ z ∈ S 1 and we take as a priori measure dν(σ z ) Haar measure on S 1 . Finallyê 1 ,ê 2 denote the two vectors (1, 0), (0, 1) respectively. Superficially, (1.1) is at the intersection of a number of notable d = 2 phenomena: On the one hand, if = 0, we have a pure XY model, which does not order (magnetically) at any temperature as a consequence of the Mermin-Wagner theorem [6] . On the other, if the spin space is take to be {−ê 2 ,ê 2 } rather than S 1 , then the model is the random field Ising model (RFIM), which does not order either as explained heuristically by Imry-Ma [4] and demonstrated rigorously by Aizenman-Wehr [3] .
The question then is what happens when the two models are "combined"? In the (physics) literature it is expected, surprisingly at first, that there is in fact magnetic ordering at low temperature for any d ≥ 2 and, at present, no truly rigorous mathematical results exist (in any dimension). The d = 2 case is particularly subtle for a number of reasons. An even more surprising feature of this model is the direction of the ordering, expected to occur along theê 1 direction.
Interest in systems of this type have seen a flurry of activity in the physics literature in the last few years; a very recent review is [8] which focuses on these effects in the quantum context, see also [2, 9, 10] for work on classical systems. A related mechanism, not covered in [8] , appears in [1] . There, the interesting point is that the magnetic field is determined by a random gauge potential. As a result the average net field strength in a cube of side length L scales as √ L in two dimensions as opposed to the scaling of L in (1.1).
Since we have so far been unable to treat directly the nearest neighbor model, to gain understanding of the mechanism behind the ordering we turned to its mean field theory. Some light is shed in this simplification as we find that the free energy landscape of the model has a double well, with minima at (roughly) ±ρ(β)ê 1 for some positive ρ(β) tending to √ 1 − 2 as β → ∞. This observation is the starting point for analysis of the system (2.1) when we take lattice models with Kac interaction of range L = P oly( 1 ). The result is formulated as Theorem 2.1. No attempt has been made to optimize the degree of this polynomial, although the discussion which follows indicates that a lower bound of L ≥ − 2 d is necessary to approximate lattice systems by mean field theories.
We should note that the mean field theory was previously addressed in [2, 9] in somewhat different ways. Those treatments are not sufficient for our purposes and moreover, the authors focus on critical behavior in the ( , β) plane. As we will argue, the link between this and the behavior of lattice systems seems tenuous, at least in the weak field regime.
To provide context to the free energy functional will we introduce in a moment consider the formulation of (1.1) on the complete graph on N vertices: the Hamiltonian becomes
It is not difficult to compute φ, the negative of the large deviation rate function for the vector observable where · ω N is the Gibbs state associated to (1.2) and convergence occurs for all (m + , m − ) ω-a.s. The main properties of φ are summarized in the following theorem. where, ρ ≤ 1 and θ ∈ [π/2, π/2] satisfy the mean field equations
In particular, |ρ| is bounded away from 0 for all β sufficiently large and small and consequently
Further, we have the following stability estimate:
with all (non-minimizing) stationary points (m
The above theorem says that free energy φ has exactly two minimizers and that the height of the minimax barrier between the two minimizers is of order 2 2 uniformly in β large. It also says that these two minimizers are transverse to the direction of the randomness so that fluctuations of the local fields do not favor one of these minima over the other. This gives a stability not present in the RFIM.
To make the mechanism for ordering even more transparent, we may attempt to interpolate between the random field transverse field XY model and the RFIM by considering Z n Clock Models. The spin space is the set of nth roots of unity on the unit circle, viewed as vectors in R 2 , with Hamiltonian as in (1.1). If n = 4, the randomness forces the system to behave much as in the case of the RFIM, as can be seen purely from the consideration of ground states. One may then wonder what happens as n is increased. We find, at least for the ground states, that for each > 0, there is a crossover behavior from RFIM to the random transverse field XY model occurring at n ∼ 1 . That is, if n << 1 then ground states oscillate between ±ρê 2 where as if n >> 1 , there are a finite number ground states, stable under the noise, all roughly parallel toê 1 . In particular, in contrast to statements made in [9] , a spin space with truly continuous symmetry is not necessary for the effect of interest to occur. All that matters is that the spin space has enough freedom to take advantage of local fluctuations.
We would also like to point out that one can perform a mean field analysis in case P(α x = 1) = p = 1 2 and a similar picture emerges in the mean field theory. In particular letting q = 1 − p, the mean field equations become
as can be seen by following the proof of Theorem (1.1). These equations imply that at low temperatures, the picture presented above in the unbiased case persists-there are two minimizers, symmetric with respect to the Y -axis. The location of the average of the two components of a minimizer has a non zero Y component with sign and magnitude determined by the bias. Let us return to requirement L = P oly( 1 ). Fluctuations of the local fields are of order √ N typically, and can change the finite volume low temperature free energy landscape by O( √ N ). Thus the most likely order parameter values at finite volume can have φ-free energy which differs from the absolute minimum of φ by an amount of order √ N . Large deviations implies that the height barrier in a system of N vertices is of order 2 N , so the effects of field fluctuations on macroscopic observables will only be suppressed if N 2 >> √ N . This leads us to a fundamental requirement for the validity of the φ-mean field picture even to the model on the complete graph: √ N >> 1 . Translated to Kac interactions, this means we must take the range of our interaction
The above discussion provides a first noteworthy point of our work. Though it is not believed that randomness induced ordering depends on taking a long range interaction, our work emphasizes the difficulties in drawing conclusion about short range models (even in high dimension) by extrapolating from mean field analysis, particularly when the random field strength is weak. This point seems to have been overlooked in the literature.
A second main point (somewhat counter to the first) is that we are able to give a rigorous example of a lattice system where the combination of a random field acting in one direction with a coupling that has continuous symmetry disrupts the behavior of the two d = 2 systems discussed above (Mermin-Wagner and RFIM). Indeed, it is known that neither of those models order at low temperature even when the interaction range is spread out as P oly( 1 ). The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we precisely formulate our main result Theorem 2.1: the existence of residual magnetization along theê 1 direction for Kac models with sufficiently long range interaction. Section 3 states the main Lemmata needed for the proof of the Theorem 2.1 and on their basis provides a proof of the Theorem. Section 4 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.1 and other technical estimates needed regarding the mean field theory. There after, the paper is devoted to a justification of the Lemmata appearing in Section 3. The techniques used are mostly taken from the book [7] , with modifications needed to treat the randomness and the fact that we are working with a continuous spin space. This means making appropriate definition of course grained contours and comparing contour energies to a certain free energy functional evaluated on deterministic magnetization profiles which are defined on the support of each contour.
MAIN RESULT
Let S = (S 1 ) Z d be endowed with the product topology and associated Borel σ-field B 0 . For any σ ∈ S and any set Λ ⊂ Z d let σ Λ denote the restriction of σ to Λ and dν Λ = dν(σ Λ ) denote the corresponding restriction of ν. S Λ , B 0,Λ will denote the associated space of spin configurations and sigma fields respectively.
Let Λ N = {z ∈ Z d : z ∞ ≤ N } where z ∞ denotes the ∞ length in R d . and introduce a length scale L which represents the range of the interaction. So
, the random Hamiltonian for our model is
Notice the crucial property that, even in the presence of the random fields, the energy
is invariant with respect to simultaneous reflection of all spins about the Y -axis.
The Gibbs-Boltzman probability distribution associated with this Hamiltonian is defined by Radon-Nikodym derivative relative to ν Λ N : Even though this choice is not strictly in the spin space, the model still makes sense. Further, this external configuration can be effectively produced mesoscopically by taking spins to be of the form aê 1 ± bê 2 where the sign varies according to the parity of the underlying lattice site. In this way one obtains block average magnetizations aê 1 +O(k −2 ) where k is the size of the box. Since we are considering Kac interactions, the effect is the same as our Horizontal Boundary conditions to within an error which plays no significant role.
Given
(1−λ) . where c, C are universal constants.
Remark 2.2 Let us note that the proof we employ below will work, with the appropriate modifications, in the case of bias P(α z = 1) = p = 1 2 . Notational Convention Below the constants c, C, C 1 > will always be universal in the sense that they only depend on d and the sup norm of ∇J but not on ξ, , β, L etc. Their values may (will) change from line to line.
COURSE-GRAINING AND CONTOURS
We define < = L 1−λ and > = L 1+λ to be two scales respectively slightly smaller and slightly larger than L. We shall assume 2 < + 1 divides L and L divides 2 > + 1.
The scales < and > introduce a filtration of blocks in R d and, by taking intersections, in Z d . We shall say that a block
where |Λ| denote the cardinality of a finite subset of Z d . For our purposes, it will suffice to take A = |Λ| κ for some κ ∈ (0, 1/2). If Λ = B r ⊂ Z d for some < -measurable block B r , we will use the shorter notation N ± r . We define σ
where B r denotes the < -measurable block containing z. Note that this depends on the realization of the randomness. Also let σ 
For any pair (m
and for any z ∈B r with B r < -measurable
Below, we refer to magnetization profiles (m + , m − ) which are piecewise constant over the set of all B r which are < -measurable (and in the domain of definition of (m + , m − )) as < -piecewise constant. Fix Λ ⊂ Z d which is > -measurable. Given a spin configuration σ ∈ S, and for any z ∈ Λ, z ∈ B r such that B r is < -measurable, we introduce the phase variables:
• For any z ∈ Λ, z ∈ B r with B r > -measurable
• These phase variables are extended to the set of boxes
and similarly for θ. We will always work under conditions in which θ ≡ ±1 over connected components of Λ c .
We emphasize that Θ depends on Λ and the boundary conditions. Another way of defining Θ is to say that an > -measurable block has nonzero value of Θ if that block and all neighbors (in the ∞ sense), including boundary boxes, have same nonzero value.
For any > -measurable region D in R d , we may extend all of these notions to deterministic magnetization profiles
Note that the definition of Θ requires the auxiliary input of a fixed boundary conditionm 0,z ∈ L ∞ (D c ). The boundary condition used will be clear from context.
For any set A ⊂ Z d we can associate a subsetÂ ⊂ R d which is the union of boxes of side length 1 centered at the elements of A. We shall say that A is connected ifÂ is (note this is NOT the same as connectivity in Z d ).Â c decomposes into one infinite connected component Ext(Â) and a number of finite connected components
where dist(B r ,Â) is the Hausdorff Distance between sets in R d in the ∞ metric. From here we may introduce δ(A), Int i (A), etc. by taking intersection of each defined set with
> -measurable and θ Γ (z) is an < -measurable {−1, 0, 1}-valued function on sp(Γ) which gives the values of the phase specification on Γ. In the previous definitions, whenever the set A in question happens to be sp(Γ) we will write δ(Γ), c(Γ), etc. Let
Let us introduce the notation δ ext (Γ) = δ(Γ) ∩ Ext(A) and δ i in (Γ) = δ(Γ) ∩ Int i (A). These are evidently disjoint. By definition of Γ, each of these sets is connected (in our sense) and disconnected from the rest.
We shall denote by
We shall say that Γ is a contour for σ if σ ∈ X(Γ). By our definitions, specifying that Γ is a contour of σ lets us recover the values of Θ z (σ), θ z (σ) on δ(Γ) (see [7] for details). This convenient property allows us analyze systems of contours without worrying about the microscopic spin configuration far away from the contour. Two contours Γ 1 , Γ 2 are said to be compatible if
So far we have considered contours at the level of spin configurations. We would like to be able to show that under certain finite volume Gibbs measures, a contour costs e −c(ξ, <)NΓ , the constant c being made large by appropriate choice of β, ξ, L. In general, such an estimate will NEVER be true uniformly in the presence of randomness, but we can hope that for the family of < -measurable blocks {B r }, large fluctuations of the variables N ± Br − |B r |/2 are sufficiently rare so that we can still extract e −c (ξ, <)NΓ in cost from MOST contours.
Thus we turn to the interplay between spin configurations and randomness. We introduce (more) phase variables associated to the randomness -ω ∈ Ω -restricted to boxes B r ⊂ Z d with side length 2 < + 1. Let 1/2 > κ > 0 be fixed. For B r < -measurable and z ∈ B r define
and for any z ∈ B r , with B r > -measurable,
Definition 3.2 Let us say that an > -measurable set S is (κ, p)-clean, or just clean, if
Note that these definitions only depend on the realization ω and not on possible spin configurations. Given a contour Γ, Γ * will denote the (Ω, B, P) event
If Γ * occurs, Γ will be called a * -clean contour. Given a spin configuration
where (Γ 1 , . . . , Γ m ) satisfy the event defined in (3.2) and (Γ m+1 , . . . , Γ m+n ) do not. Otherwise we define the right hand side to be the empty set. As a variation of standard definitions, let us say that
and ξ > cL (1−λ) log L and if < 0 , there exists β so that if β > β then the following holds: Let N be fixed and consider the event
with c, C 1 , C > 0 universal constants.
This lemma is proved in several parts below. Theorem 2.1 is then completed via the following Peierls contour counting argument.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Fix x ∈ Z d . Throughout this proof, let B(x) denote the > -measurable block containing x. Consider the collection of bounded > -measurable connected subsets of Z d containing x: {Y } Y x . For each such Y , we first estimate the event that Y is (κ, p)-dirty. We have:
where N Y is the number of > -measurable blocks in Y . Now the number of > -measurable connected sets Y containing x with N Y = r is well known to have the asymptotic a r 0 for some fixed, dimension dependent constant a 0 . Thus
Modifying the estimate slightly, via the discrete isoperimetric inequality
where C is a universal constant coming from the isoperimetric bound. Next we need a correlation bound. Let
Then, estimating as in (3.4), the right hand side is bounded by
where dist > (x, y) denotes the minimal number of blocks in an > -measurable block path from B(x) to B(y).
These bounds imply a constraint on parameters: namely
We will assume from now on that
(1−λ) and λ < 1 3 , so that the inequality holds for all L > L 0 for some L 0 ∈ N.
Recall that
By taking N = 2 k applying Chebyshev's inequality to estimate deviations of |D N | and then the Borel-Cantelli lemma along this subsequence, we have that, for almost every ω ∈ Ω, there is
for all N ≥ N 0 (ω). We have used here that D N increases with N . The rest of the proof is an application of Lemma 3.3. As
(1−λ) we may now assume the dominant contributions to qL
We thus require
and then L = L(λ, , ξ) so that this holds for all L > L(λ, , ξ). Then we see that q can be made arbitrarily large by the appropriate choice of β with the rest of the parameters fixed. Fix x ∈ Λ N so that B > (x) ∩ D = ∅ and consider the event
which is a subset of S Λ N . By definition of θ, Θ and the → boundary condition, there exists a largest contour Γ so that
Decomposing {θ B > (x) = 1} into disjoint subsets according to this largest contour we have: µ
as long as q > 2 log(2a 0 ). The theorem now follows easily.
MEAN FIELD THEORY
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let us use the polar coordinate parametrization m ± = (ρ ± , θ ± ). Although there are cleaner ways of deriving what we need, as kindly pointed out by D. Ioffe, we will stick with direct computations in these coordinates. Evidently all minimizers have the property that either θ ± ∈ [−π/2, π/2] or θ ± ∈ [π/2, 3π/2]. By symmetry, it is enough to treat the case θ ± ∈ [−π/2, π/2]. We may also assume θ + > θ − .
In polar coordinates
where
Considering the angular gradient, at any stationary point we have that
From this we conclude ρ − cos(θ − ) = ρ + cos(θ + ).
Assume for the moment that the variables ρ − cos(θ − ), ρ + cos(θ + ) = 0 (we will rule the other possibilities out as minimizers below provided is small and β is large). Working under this assumption we show that ρ + must equal ρ − . The sum of angles formula for sin gives
as well. Next radial differentiation gives
at stationary points. Combining with the information gained from the angular differentiation, we find
This implies that at stationary points both ρ + , ρ − satisfy the equation
This gives the Mean Field Equation for the standard XY model at inverse temperature β once all factors of 
and finally |ρ β | ≥ 1 2 . Assume from now on that β > β 0 . Summarizing, for all sufficiently small ( < 1 16 is sufficient), β > β 0 and if ρ − cos(θ − ) = ρ + cos(θ + ) = 0, possible stationary points satisfy ρ ± ∈ {0, ρ β }. By assumption on (β, ), local minimizers must satisfy ρ ± = ρ β . We then conclude from ρ − cos(θ − ) = ρ + cos(θ + ) that θ + = ±θ − = 0. From ρ + sin(θ + ) − ρ − sin(θ − ) = 2 it must be that θ − = −θ + = −θ and sin(θ) = ρ . Let us call this solution (m + , m − ).
We must still rule out the cases ρ − cos(θ − ) = ρ + cos(θ + ) = 0. It is easy to reduce to the two scenarios ρ − = ρ + = 0 or θ − = θ + ∈ { 
Finally we consider stability of the optimizers. Again, we assume β > β 0 . Suppose that ξ ≤ δ ∧ 4 and let
We are interested in φ(m
Because we have identified all stationary points of φ, we have that
Thus we only need to compute a lower bound on the free energy difference on ∂A ξ . Let R X denote the reflection across theê 1 axis in R 2 . Then 
The on-diagonal terms are both O(1) while the off diagonal terms are O( ) for β > β 0 for (m
Since Euclidean length in polar coordinates and Cartesian coordinates are equivalent in A ξ for sufficiently small and β > β 0 , the proposition is proved.
For m in {x : x 2 < 1} the mapping m → −∇S(m) has an inverse, defined on R 2 . This inverse is given by
Note that stationary points of φ satisfym
For later reference, we will need estimates on the difference
subject the condition h −m 2 < δ. We have Proposition 4.2 There exists δ, 0 , β 0 > 0 so that if < 0 and β > β 0 and if
then we have
where c 1 , c 2 depend only on 0 , β 0 , δ.
Proof. Provisionally, let δ, β 0 , 0 be as described after Proposition 4.1. To see the stated contraction occurs, we consider two possibilities. Case 1: m 2 ≥ h 2 . Note that
Now by hypothesis on δ
the Proposition is proved by estimating
Lettingĥ denote the unit vector in the direction of h and writeĥ = aê 1 + bê 2 , we may rewrite
. After a tedious perturbation theory calculation we have (4.3) bounded by m 
By assumption on the Case, µ > 0. The required factor 1 − c 3 2 now follows whenever m − h 2 < 1 16 since a < 1 and m 2 ≥ 1 2 for β > β 0 and < 0 . Case 2: m 2 ≤ h 2 . Let h β = ρ βĥ . For β > β 0 and h −m 2 < δ, it is always true that
Since h β −m 2 ≤ h −m 2 for h ∈ {x : x 2 = m 2 } this case reduces to Case 1.
Entropy Estimates:
We will need quantitative estimates on the entropy function S(m) as well as its finite volume approximations. Let where ν N is the independent product measure on S N spins with each one coordinate marginal given by Haar measure on S 1 . Both S(m) and S δ,N (m) are rotationally invariant so we may assume m = ρê 1 and consider them as functions of ρ, call them S(ρ) and S δ,N (ρ).
For each ρ ∈ (−1, 1) let h(ρ) = argmin h (G(hê 1 ) − ρh). Convexity implies that h(ρ) exists and is unique: Proposition 4.3 For each ρ ∈ (−1, 1) , the equation h(ρ) = argmin h (G(hê 1 ) − ρh) has a unique solution which satisfies the equation
In particular, h(ρ) diverges as
Below we will need quantitative bounds on the deviation of S δ,N (m) from the entropy function S(m). The following will be sufficient. 
Proof. By definition of h(ρ)
with µ N,h(ρ) the N spin probability measure tilted by h(ρ)ê 1 . Because µ N,h(ρ) is a probability measure, we only need to provide a lower bound on
The claimed bound follows from a simple application of Chebyshev's Inequality applied to A c δ,N .
FREE ENERGY FUNCTIONAL ESTIMATES FOR CLEAN CONTOURS
By definition, if σ ∈ X(Γ), the restriction of Θ z (σ) to each of the components δ ext (Γ), δ i in (Γ) is constant. We shall say that Γ is a ± contour if Θ z (Γ) = ±1 on δ ext (Γ) (this notion makes sense by specification that Γ is a contour). Denoting δ ± ext (Γ) = δ ext (Γ) in case of a ± contour and the empty set otherwise we let R
Given that Γ is a clean + contour, we say that a boundary spin configuration σ δ(Γ) c is compatible with Γ if
Note here that Θ z (σ δ(Γ) ) implicitly takes as an argument the extended configuration (σ δ(Γ) , σ δ(Γ) c ) although we will continue to suppress this detail below. For any such σ δ(Γ) c , let
where Θ × σ δ(Γ) c denotes the boundary condition with
where {σ δ(Γ) c compatible} indicates that we only consider boundary conditions for which the numerator does not vanish. Notions for − contours are defined similarly with + and − reversed and, in particular,
The main result which allows us to proceed is: 
Let us attend to the proof of Lemma 3.3 before exposing the proof of Lemma 5.1.
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let N be fixed and consider the event
Once this is justified, the Lemma is proved by application of Lemma 5.1.
The proof of this claim proceeds by induction on m. Interpreting an empty product as 1, the case m = 0 there is nothing to prove, so we proceed to the induction step. Suppose the claim is true for any * compatible system with m = k clean contours and n dirty contours. Given a set {Γ * 1 , . . . , Γ * k+1 , Γ k+2 , . . . , Γ k+n+1 )} of * -compatible contours and reordering as necessary, we may assume
Assume for concreteness that Γ k+1 is a + contour. The argument in the case of a − contour proceeds in a similar manner. Let {Γ 1 , . . . ,Γ r } denote the set of contours among {Γ m+1 , . . . , Γ m+n } with δ(Γ i ) ⊂ Int(Γ k+1 ) and {Γ 1 , . . . , Γ n−r } denote the rest. Then we have
Using the DLR equations we have
where {θ| δ = ext (Γ k+1 ) (σ) ≡ 1} indicates that that the phase function θ is one on δ ext (Γ k+1 ) and the exterior > -measurable blocks neighboring δ ext (Γ k+1 ).
If Γ = (sp(Γ), θ Γ ), let −Γ = (sp(Γ), −θ Γ ) and let
Note that this transformation preserves the notion of cleanliness. It is straightforward, using the invariance of internal energy under spin reflections about the Y -axis, to see that
3) the induction step is proved.
Proof of Lemma 5.1:Reduction to Deterministic Weights
For approximation purposes we introduce a block mean field Hamiltonian. In the formula B r denote the < -measurable blocks in Λ, B ± r denotes any fixed partition of B r into sets with cardinalities differing by at most one (we will call this an equal splitting below), and we let
if z ∈ B r , z ∈ B r and B r , B r are both < -measurable, so that J < L (z, z ) is constant over pairs of < -measurable blocks. Let us definẽ
denote the corresponding Gibbs measures. We introduce contour weights bỹ
Θ z (σ δ(Γ) ) = 1 for z ∈ δ(Γ) (5.5) defined whenever σ δ(Γ) c is compatible with Γ.
Lemma 5.2 Suppose that Γ is a fixed contour. For any equal splitting of < -measurable boxes B r into B ± r we have
uniformly over the set of boundary conditions σ δ(Γ) c compatible with Γ, where
Proof of Lemma 5.2. The key point here is that up to errors of order
the precise location of the local fields may be forgotten up to the information that most < measurable boxes have well balanced local field statistics. It is easy to see thatW depends on the precise choices of B ± r only up to O(βL λ−1 |Λ|). Thus we may work with a suitable choice of equal splitting. The choice we make is as follows: for each B r < -measurable, we choose B ± r so that whenever N ± r has smaller cardinality than N ∓ r , then N ± r ⊂ B ± r and then the rest of B ± r is filled out by an arbitrary subset of N ∓ r . With this choice, we claim
This leads immediately to the result. For future reference, we record this statement outside the proof along with some other internal energy approximations.
For the particular equal splitting of < -measurable boxes B r introduced in the previous proof let
denote the block averages:
Below, it is implicitly understood that these block averages may be consider as functions on L ∞ × L ∞ by extending them to be <-piecewise constant overδ(Γ). Let (m + , m − ) be a two component function with each component in L ∞ (Λ) and let the boundary conditionm Λ c ∈ L ∞ (Λ c ). Introduce the continuum internal energy
with respect to the splitting B ± r introduced above. For any equal splitting,
Proof. This is a relatively straightforward application of the various assumptions. Let us begin with the claim for spin configurations: Since J L is slowly varying, if r, r are the centers of two
Thus we may replace the term quadratic in the spins by
For any < -piecewise constant profile, the first term is also the integral
The middle claim of the Proposition follows due to the fact that the block Hamiltonian is defined relative to an equal splitting which is coupled appropriately to the randomness. For the first claim of the proposition, we still need to estimate the difference in energy contributed by the local field terms of
except over a bad set of boxes with total number at most
Proof. Let us prove the upper bound. To begin, we decompose {x ∈ R 2 : x 2 ≤ 1} via a finite collection C L of open balls B δ (m) which intersect at most C number of times where C is a universal constant independent of δ. Recall that h(ρ) = argmin h (G(hê 1 ) − ρh) for ρ ∈ (−1, 1). We require that this collection C L be fine enough so that
(1−λ) satisfies this condition by Lemma 4.4. The number of balls required for C L is adequately bounded by cL 2 .
Given A ∈ B < 0,Λ , we can find a cover C A of A * consisting of balls C j in L ∞ × L ∞ each with radius δ. The centers of these balls are given by < -piecewise constant profiles (m + z (j), m − z (j)) taking values among the centers of the balls in C L . The number of balls needed in this cover is given by, at most,
Since |C L | ≤ cL 2 , this gives a total covering number of (at most)
By the above and using Proposition 5.3
In the continuum energy, σ < Λ c is the natural < -piecewise constant extension toΛ c and C j = {σ : (σ
Lemma 4.4 and our choice of δ implies that
(1−λ) log L|Λ| +
where we used the notation Λ ± = ∪ r∈Λ B ± r . Combining (5.12) and (5.13), we have
(1−λ) log L)|Λ|. (5.14)
Finally, the energy functional U is uniformly Lipschitz while the entropy function S(m) has the uniform modulus of continuity c x (1 + | log x |) on the domain {x : x 2 ≤ 1}, so we have
The lower bound is similar enough that its derivation omitted.
Proof of Lemma 5.1:Free Energy Functional Analysis To reduce the notation, in this subsection we do not distinguish between sets Λ ⊂ Z d and their extensionsΛ ⊂ R d .
The following condition on (β, ) will be important from now on: 
Proof. We proceed in two steps. Using Theorem 5.4, it is enough to obtain an appropriate upper bound on − inf
It is convenient to make a reduction. Let
All events of interest have the property that Θ is constant and nonzero over the connected components ofΓ Strip . Let
Under these conditions we have the following:
Proposition 5.6 Let Γ be a contour. Let σ < δ(Γ) c be any boundary condition compatible with Γ. Then there exists (ψ + , ψ − ) ∈ E * 1 so that
This is a version of a corresponding result in Chapter 4 of Presutti' s book [7] . As such, we postpone the proof until the end of the paper. However, from a technical perspective, this bound provides the main extra cost to the range of interaction (besides the intrinsic limitations discussed in the introduction).
By the previous proposition, we may now work within E 1 . We can bring the mean field free energy functional f (m + , m − ) into the picture as follows: Let
Because we have assumed
where Let us extend the transformed profile to all of δ(Γ) by setting it to (m + , m − ) on δ(Γ) 0 . The term
on the right hand side of (5.17) thus represents the free energy difference between the original configuration and this new configuration.
Since the new profile is in {Θ z (σ δ(Γ) ) = 1 for z ∈ δ(Γ)} * , we will be finished once we show:
With the hypotheses of Lemma 5.5, there exists a universal constant c > 0 so that we have
and some > -measurable block neighbor has θ z (Γ) = −1}. (5.20)
For B r ∈ T 0 Γ we have η z (Γ) = 0 for some < -measurable block in B r . Since the profiles (m + , m − ) are < -constant, Theorem 1.1 implies
Otherwise, η z (Γ) doesn't vanish over B r and so there are two adjacent < -measurable blocks in B r for which η z (Γ) takes on different nonzero values. Call them C r , C r 1 . As β > β 0 and ξ < 1 3 , we can find a universal constant c > 0 so that
The estimate in the statement now follows from the fact that N Γ ≤ cd(|T 0 | + |T ± |).
This finishes the proof of Lemma 5.2 We may consider
Strip and subject to the constraint that the profile
By definition, this is equivalent to requiring that Θ(m
is strictly concave in this region, the inverse M (h) is well defined. It takes the explicit form
for all h ∈ R 2 . We consider the differential equation:
The stationary solutions to this differential equation satisfy
Note that (m + , m + ) solves the vector equation
so we may think of (5.23) as a kind of generalized mean field equation. Proof. For a start let us assume that δ, 0 , β 0 > 0 as in Proposition 4.2. We will adjust β 0 in a moment. The function m → M (β(m ± ê 2 )) is C-Lipschitz within {x : x −m 2 < ξ} since
where· denotes the outer product of two vectors and the expectation is taken under ν tilted by e βσ·h . In fact, increasing β 0 as necessary
on E since in this case βJ m ± ê 2 are uniformly bounded away from 0. So if
We will use this at the end of the proof as well.
Using the Lipschitz continuity, we have global existence and uniqueness on L ∞ × L ∞ for any initial condition in E * 0 . Let
Note that E * 0 ⊂ E. We first claim that the dynamics preserves E: By continuity in t, given T 0 sufficiently small and positive, we may assume that on the interval [0, T 0 ] the solution is in E. Note that the constant profile (a + , a − ) ≡ (m + , m − ) is in E * 0 . Since this profile is stationary we have If the initial condition satisfies m ± 0 L ∞ < 1, then since M (β(J L m 2 ± ê 2 ))) 2 is uniformly bounded away from 1 (on E), it is easy to see that the dynamics is a coordinate wise contraction when either component lies in ρ < m ± 0 < 1 for some ρ sufficiently close to one. We conclude via another continuity argument that the dynamics preserves E.
Under the flow, the free energy functional F J L ,δ(Γ) Strip (m + (t), m − (t)|m 0 ) subject to initial conditions lying in E, evolves as: for any unit vector v and any h ∈ R 2 . Here Var h denote the variance of a random variable under the measure defined by tilting ν by e σ·h . It is easy to see that the functional is bounded below on E, so we conclude that any limit point of the flow started from an element of E must be a stationary point. From (5.23), we have
so that the two components of any stationary point MUST be determined by the average vector m. In particular using the representation (4.2) 
